
The Internet Freedom Festival gathers the 
community keeping the Internet open and 
uncensored for a week of multidisciplinary 
collaboration.

Joining Forces to Fight
Censorship and Surveillance



The IFF is a different kind of 
conference:

Addressing the community as a whole:



The Internet Freedom Festival creates a common 
space where diverse communities working against 
and affected by censorship and surveillance can come 
together to teach, plan and act.

Worldwide interest in protecting vulnerable populations from digital attacks 
continues to increase as the threat against those populations grows in 
strength and sophistication.

The international community of circumvention tech users and developers 
must come together and collaborate. Instead of meeting at isolated points to 
serve one defined population, we need all the various groups touched by 
surveillance to engage in conversation.

634
registered

35%
women

43
countries

78
cities

The previous Internet Freedom Festival in numbers



The Internet Freedom Festival Tracks
The IFF is organized around eight content tracks which focus on the needs 
identified in the community.





A community organized event
The Internet Freedom Festival is the result of a shared effort by many 
different organizations and individuals from the Internet Freedom 
community.

IREX
IREX is an international nonprofit organization providing thought leadership and innovative 
programs to promote positive lasting change globally. Founded in 1968, IREX has an annual 
portfolio of over $70 million and a staff of over 400 professionals worldwide. IREX employs 
field-tested methods and innovative uses of technologies to develop practical and 
locally-driven solutions with our partners in more than 125 countries. Visit: 
https://www.irex.org/

Open Technology Fund
The Open Technology Fund utilizes public funds to support Internet freedom projects that 
empower world citizens to have access to modern communication channels that are free of 
restrictions, and allow them to communicate without fear of repressive censorship or 
surveillance. Visit: https://www.opentech.fund/



The Internet Freedom Festival Venue: Las Naves
This magnificent venue has over 5.000 square meters dedicated to creativity, 
culture and innovation, offering the best environment possible for the IFF.

team@internetfreedomfestival.org PGP Key: http://bit.ly/internetffpgp

Get in touch

@InternetFF

Contribute
1) As a Partner
Partners provide either monetary support or staff time (e.g., donating
time to manage the registration desk). We also hope you can help us with
our goal of diversifying the internet freedom space by sponsoring
regional folks and groups not well represented to attend.

What you get:

 Your efforts towards the community will be celebrated by displaying
 your organization's logo on all the festival materials.

 We have a great team that rocks at community management, event planning, and
 digital outreach. We can help you accompish a specific goal.

 We can help connect you with the people you need to connect to.

2) As a Friend
Friends are an important part of the community, and we need their
support to show this is truly a community event. Can you endorse the
festival and share it with your networks? For example, an email to your
lists announcing the festival. Also, if you are coming to Valencia, it
would be great if you could volunteer some of your time.

What you get:

 You will be recognized as a friend of the IFF in all the fundraising
 materials and website.

internetfreedomfestival.org

WWW
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